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ABSTRACT 
 
 
An Effects-Based Operation (EBO) is defined as “an operation planned and conducted to 
obtain a desired effect through the synergistic and cumulative application of the full range of 
joint, interagency, multinational and public capabilities on the physical, moral and cyber 
planes”. When the operational focus involves the “coordinated efforts and integrated 
defence, development and diplomatic strategies”, it can be said that the mission is based on 
the Whole of Government approach.  The analysis of such a mission presents several 
challenges to the analyst in that it requires the collaborative effort among all partners in the 
assessment of effects achieved across all objectives.  Though it appears straightforward, this 
proposition is beset with difficulties associated with bringing together distinct organizational 
cultures.   
 

To address the challenge of reporting on progress in the Afghanistan campaign, the 
Canadian Expeditionary Forces Command (CEFCOM) J5 Effects Cell developed a 
performance measurement methodology called the CEFCOM Effects Dashboard.  Though a 
good initial product, certain limitations existed and the Operational Research Team was 
asked to strengthen the Effects Dashboard by reviewing the existing process and tools, and 
proposing and implementing changes that would lend additional rigour to the assessment 
process. This paper presents the recommendations put forward to strengthen the Effects 
Dashboard.  At the heart of this new framework is a set of effects linked from the operational 
to the more tactical level, along three lines of operation related to governance, development 
and security.  In total, the assessment process involves the evaluation of 132 effects; a set of 
indicators illustrating the desired characteristics of each effect and an anchored rating scale 
are defined to help decrease variability of ratings across raters and rating periods.   
Additionally, the incorporation of an impact scale and an automatic assessment process for 
higher-level effects are also discussed. Finally, a process is presented to integrate and gain 
synergies from the individual assessments across the different partners; this process starts 
with the assignment of ownership of effects to key partners and ends with the cooperative 
assessment of overall performance along all three lines of operation.   
 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
 
The concept of an effects-based operation (EBO) is not new.  An EBO is defined as 
 

“an operation planned and conducted to obtain a desired effect through the 
synergistic and cumulative application of the full range of joint, interagency, 
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multinational and public capabilities on the physical, moral and cyber 
planes”1.    

 
When the operational focus involves the “coordinated efforts and integrated defence, 
development and diplomatic strategies,” it can be said that the mission is based on the Whole 
of Government approach. Nowhere do these definitions apply more in recent Canadian 
history than in this nation’s involvement in Afghanistan.   This mission brings together 
diverse partners working to achieve objectives that are in themselves quite distinct, but 
nonetheless linked: the success or failure of one is intimately tied to the success or failure of 
another.  Therefore, the EBO approach necessarily requires an assessment mechanism which 
links actions, effects and the achievement, or lack thereof, of objectives through a formal 
feedback mechanism that enables decision makers at the strategic level to complete the EBO 
cycle. 
 

This type of mission presents a challenge to the analyst because it is inherently difficult 
to assess how, or even if, the cumulative results of a set of actions are in fact contributing to 
the desired effects.   Two questions naturally emerge in the analysis of an EBO.  The first is a 
question of tracking our progress: Are we achieving the desired effects? This question 
focuses on assessing and tracking progress along predefined and categorized measures 
encompassing the Whole of Government objectives.  The second question is one of causality: 
What action or set of actions has contributed to our observed progress in any particular 
area? This question attempts to define the causal relationships between actions and 
measures, and the correlations amongst observed changes in the predefined measures.  A 
prerequisite to answering these questions is the collaborative effort among all partners in the 
assessment of effects achieved across all objectives.  Though it appears simple, this 
proposition is beset with difficulties associated with bringing together distinct organizational 
cultures.  These difficulties include developing a common language and a common 
understanding of the roles and responsibilities across organizations, as well as the more 
tangible difficulty of developing an assessment tool that will eliminate duplication and 
encourage a unified effort across groups.   

 
To address the challenge of reporting on progress in the Afghanistan campaign, the 

Canadian Expeditionary Forces Command (CEFCOM) J5 Effects Cell developed a 
performance measurement methodology called the CEFCOM Effects Dashboard.  Though a 
good initial product, certain limitations existed and, in July 2006, the CEFCOM J7 
Operational Research Team was asked to review the existing process and tools, and to 
propose (and eventually implement) changes that would lend additional rigour to the 
assessment process.  

 
More specifically, the objective of the CEFCOM J7 Operational Research Team was to 

recommend and implement changes to the Dashboard to: 
 

• Strengthen the core (i.e. the set of measures and the relationship between 
measures), 

• Strengthen the assessment process (i.e. to render it more robust, consistent, 
and simple), 

                                                
1  Termium is an online definition/translation/abbreviation information resource provided by the Translation 

Bureau, Public Works and Government Services Canada: TERMIUM Plus @ http://termium.gc.ca. 
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• Implement an efficient data management tool and a more user-friendly 

interface, 

• Simplify the presentation of results and highlight areas of risk, and  

• Enable the integration of the requirements of all partners. 

This paper presents background information related to performance measurement in 
Afghanistan; discusses the common limitations and constraints observed across most 
measurement methodologies; describes the key characteristics of the new Effects Dashboard; 
and proposes a process by which this one overarching framework can be used by different 
groups to conduct individual campaign assessment while benefiting from the synergies 
derived from a cooperative assessment of the mission.   

 
Finally, it should be emphasized that, at project start, the original Effects Dashboard was 

already in place and being used to conduct assessments and report on mission progress. In 
order to minimize disruption to the assessment process and to retain a consistent presentation 
of results, the sponsor requested that the recommendations proposed by the analysis team 
incorporate, whenever possible, the features of the original Dashboard. Whenever relevant, 
these constraints will be discussed herein.  

 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
 

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT – MEASURING WHAT? 
 
 
Performance measurement in Afghanistan is a pervasive activity and a requirement of nations 
and their populations to rationalize the expenditure of military and monetary resources 
dedicated to the mission.  Many groups, both in and out of theatre, are spending tremendous 
amounts of effort on the design of evaluation methodologies and the creation of tools to 
accomplish tracking and reporting tasks related to the state of security, governance and 
development. 
 

But what exactly are all these groups measuring, tracking and reporting? For the most 
part, these groups are evaluating the progress being made towards the achievement of a 
desired end-state in Afghanistan. The desired end-state in question is articulated in many 
documents, but two key documents are of note. The first of these is the Afghan National 
Development Strategy (ANDS). The ANDS outlines the strategic vision of the Afghan 
Government, as well as the mechanisms and priorities for achieving this vision along three 
pillars.  These three pillars are:  
 

1. Security 

2. Governance and Rule of Law and Human Rights, and  

3. Economic and Social Development.    

In addition, counter-narcotics and gender equality have been singled out and identified as 
cross-cutting and vital pillar issues. 
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The second key document used in the development of performance measurement 

methodologies is the Afghanistan Compact. The Compact was the international community’s 
follow-on to the Bonn Agreement for the Government of Afghanistan, and it outlines specific 
objectives (or benchmarks) to be met in the path towards the achievement of the strategic 
vision described in the ANDS. The benchmarks of the Compact include both qualitative and 
quantitative measures, depending on the nature of the objective.  As an example, the 
benchmark for the number of police to be trained is articulated as follows: “A fully 
constituted, professional, functional and ethnically balanced Afghan National Police and 
Afghan Border Police with a combined force of up to 62,000 will be able to meet the security 
need of the country effectively and will be increasingly fiscally sustainable.” This example 
clearly identifies a broad mix of qualitative characteristics with a quantitative limit; however, 
the language is too vague and imprecise to constitute an effective measure of performance. 
 

Following a strong push for the Compact to be linked to the ANDS, the two documents 
were eventually aligned with the same pillars, and the Compact was officially annexed to the 
ANDS. These two documents, and in particular the set of benchmarks outlined in the 
Compact, served as a baseline for the development of many of the performance measurement 
tools currently being used to assess progress in Afghanistan.  

 
 

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT – MEASURED BY WHOM? 
 
 

Many different groups are interested in the evaluation of progress in Afghanistan.  Among 
them are the following:  
 

• The Joint Coordination and Monitoring Board (JCMB).  The JCMB was 
created to assess and track progress along the benchmarks listed in the 
Compact. However, given the limited resources available for data collection 
and analysis, this group conducts a general assessment only and produces bi-
annual reports for distribution to the international community.  

• The NATO International Security Assistance Force (ISAF), the Combined 
Forces Command - Afghanistan (CFC-A, and now replaced by Combined 
Security Transition Command - Afghanistan (CSTC-A)), the UN Assistance 
Mission to Afghanistan (UNAMA) and other participating organizations.  
Despite the overall NATO ISAF structure that currently unites the various 
international partners, each organization conducts an independent assessment 
at the national, regional or Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) levels. 
Though the ISAF construct brings these assessments together, there is little to 
no cooperation between the various communities to combine assessments 
across different areas of interest and to benefit from both the synergies in data 
collection and the multi-dimensional view of progress.  

• Individual countries.  Members of the international community conducting 
operations in Afghanistan (within NATO, the coalition, the lead nations, or 
through bi-lateral arrangements) are also measuring progress, particularly 
within their area of operations. The United States, the United Kingdom, the 
Netherlands, and Canada have all put in place measurement methodologies to 
assess and report on progress.  Additionally, even within each country, 
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different organizations (DFID, USAID, DFAIT, etc.) are conducting 
assessments to suit their own reporting objectives.  

As one can see, there is a tendency to develop a reporting structure and performance 
measurement methodology to satisfy one’s own needs in the short term.  However, 
commonality of tools is possible and needs to be investigated further.  Although they are 
packaged differently, most performance measurement methodologies are evaluating progress 
along the same three pillars (or lines of operation) using a similar set of measures. Despite 
this commonality of purpose, as well as the serious lack of resources for data collection, 
reporting and assessment on the part of most of these groups, few (if any) are working 
together to share assessments, to coordinate data collection and analysis, and to benefit from 
potential synergies either in theatre or outside.    

 
  

COMMON LIMITATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS 
ACROSS MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGIES 

 
 
Certain key limitations and constraints have been observed across many of the performance 
measurement methodologies.  They are highlighted here because, to some extent, some of 
these apply to the first versions of the CEFCOM Effects Dashboard - the tool that is the focus 
of this paper. However, more important to note is that the presence of these problems may 
help to explain why individual organizations resort to creating methodologies tailored to 
meet their particular needs, instead of adopting existing ones.  Of course, there are many 
other reasons that further explain this phenomenon; nevertheless, these limitations and 
constraints were key considerations when determining what changes/improvements should 
be made to the CEFCOM Effects Dashboard to create the highest impact. Though not an 
exclusive list, some of the key limitations and lessons observed by the authors in their 
investigation of similar methodologies are as follows:  
 

• There is generally an inadequate selection and definition of measures in the 
lines of operation (LOOs) not related to security, i.e. development and 
governance.  This is primarily due to the fact that these methodologies were 
developed by military stakeholders that are not necessarily subject matter 
experts in economic development or governance objectives, or the measures 
of effectiveness associated with them.  As a result, gaps in areas of interest are 
often observed. 

• Even within the LOOs related to security, there is a general weakness in the 
selection and definition of measures related to less traditional or more 
specialized functions, such as information operations. 

• At the more tactical level, there is a recognized weakness in defining effects 
and measures that are relevant to and measurable by the tactical level 
commanders, i.e. those that are tasked with conducting the assessment. As a 
result, measures are often not evaluated, or evaluated arbitrarily or 
inconsistently. Furthermore, the lack of relevance of measures makes the 
assessment process tedious and results in the disengagement of these key 
stakeholders.  
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• The set of measures and the relationship between these measures (i.e. the 

overall tree structures) are not balanced.  As a result, when automatic 
assessments of higher-level effects are conducted (e.g. using weights and 
‘roll-up’ functions), there is generally an unintended and inconsistent weight 
associated with some measures.  This is a consequence of how the overall tree 
structure is constructed, and often leads to unexpected levels of influence for 
particular measures (either too high or too low) and an inaccurate portrayal of 
overall performance. 

• Many measures are hard to evaluate quantitatively (due to the lack of exact 
numerical data).  Often, the assessors are not given any alternative (more 
qualitative) means of assessing the measures.  As a result, the assessment team 
does not provide any impression at all as to progress in a given area, though 
they may have been able to provide a more qualitative assessment had the 
appropriate mechanisms been in place.  

• Generally, benchmarks of performance (e.g. ratings of bad, good, best) are 
vague and not clearly articulated. As a result, the interpretation of the rating 
scale may be different across raters, and across rating periods.  This leads to 
inconsistent results, meaningless trends and a questionable interpretation of 
assessments.  

• There are too many effects and measures to assess.  Many measurement 
methodologies were originally designed to include a reasonable number of 
measures.  However, many were overtaken by the addition of measures with 
each subsequent iteration, to the point where the number of measures rendered 
the management of the assessment impractical.  First, the analysis of the 
measures becomes overly burdensome as the number of measures grows. 
Second, the information provided by the more important measures is diluted 
or masked by the presence of unimportant measures.  Finally, measures 
included are often irrelevant to the majority of stakeholders, leading to a 
misuse of the limited resources  available to manage data and compile 
assessments. 

• The assessment process further suffers from problems associated with an 
unreliable and/or un-validated measurement process.  A lack of ownership 
regarding the development of the measures as well as the tendency towards 
poor documentation contributes to unreliable and inconsistent reporting.  The 
data measurement and assessment process is further eroded by a lack of 
baselines, inadequate rating schemes, and the universal application of scales, 
measures or assessments for national, regional or central purposes.   

• Staff involved in the assessment process represent another source of error 
which contributes to unreliable and inconsistent assessments.  There is a 
tendency to have separate staffs involved in the design and development of the 
process and measures versus those charged with their implementation.  
Further, there is insufficient training and education at all levels, and indeed a 
lack of validated doctrine regarding the EBO approach and assessment 
processes.  Finally, there are insufficient structures, capacity and expertise 
available to deploy, implement and maintain the majority of assessment 
methodologies. 
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• Finally, in the development of any performance measurement methodology, 

issues related to data quality must be kept in mind. There is generally a poor 
level of availability of data, poor reliability, and no commonality of data 
across most organizations that feed the assessment process at the various 
levels.  This limitation must be accommodated in the design of a performance 
measurement methodology.  

Taking the above limitations and lessons into account, there are a number of key insights 
that can be drawn related to the development of an EBO assessment methodology.  First, 
there is a requirement to put in place formal processes and organizational structures to take 
ownership of the assessment methodology – its development, use and management.  Second, 
within these organizations, staff must be trained and assigned roles directly supporting 
planning and operations. This would ensure that the assessment mechanisms put in place 
would positively influence the development of future plans and would guide the conduct of 
current operations. Third, the assessment methodology must be relevant and capable of 
informing decision makers across the Whole of Government, and at all levels (strategic to 
tactical). Finally, the methodology must be manageable, as well as adaptive and flexible. To 
remain relevant, it must be flexible enough to accommodate change. However, growth must 
be strictly controlled to ensure that the process remains as simple as possible and that 
unnecessary complexity is avoided.   
 
 

THE SPONSOR AND THE EFFECTS DASHBOARD 
 
 
The sponsor of this project is the CEFCOM J5 Branch.  CEFCOM is one of four operational 
level command headquarters in the Canadian Forces (CF), and is responsible for the planning 
and conduct of all CF international operations, with the exception of operations conducted 
solely by the Canadian Special Operations Forces Command.  At the present time, a primary 
operational focus of CEFCOM activities is the Afghanistan mission. As part of its mandate, 
CEFCOM is responsible for reporting on progress in Afghanistan to the strategic 
headquarters, as well as to the Government.  To serve this requirement, the CEFCOM J5 
Effects Cell developed a performance measurement methodology called the CEFCOM 
Effects Dashboard, or Dashboard.   
 

The original version of the Dashboard consisted of a catalogue of measures of 
performance (MOPs) and measures of effectiveness (MOEs) along three LOOs related to 
security, governance and development. MOPs were typically assessed in theatre, and were 
quantitative in nature.  These assessments were reviewed and combined with other 
information by a team of subject matter experts (SMEs) at CEFCOM headquarters; this 
information was then used to evaluate a set of MOEs that were more qualitative in nature. 
This cycle was repeated every six weeks.  For the most part, the process resulted in a 
subjective assessment, achieved mostly by consensus among the assessment team members.  
The tool used to record these assessments was a specially designed EXCEL spreadsheet (one 
per assessment period) with a color-coded assessment of the current status of the various 
measures.   

 
Figure 1 shows a partial representation of the Dashboard (all data in Figure 1 are 

fictitious).  Though a good initial product, certain limitations existed.  Among others, there 
was no efficient way to view past results and to analyse trends; the assessment scales were 
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not anchored which made across-period rating consistency questionable; the definition of 
MOPs and MOEs did not lend itself easily to interpretation; and the tool was difficult to 
manage (over 20 pages of printed material), therefore difficult for decision makers to utilize 
effectively.    
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Figure 1: Partial Representation of the Original CEFCOM Effects Dashboard (all 
data are fictitious). 

 
Despite these limitations, one of the main strengths of the process was that it was a first 

attempt to include the participation of other government departments, particularly in the 
assessment of LOOs for which these other organizations were both SMEs and custodians. As 
a result, the assessment process brought together an inter-departmental working group, which 
included elements of the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) and the 
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT) to conduct the assessment of 
status along each of these measures and LOOs.   

 
In light of the general endorsement of the Effects Dashboard, and to build on the 

momentum generated, it was felt that the process would benefit from an unbiased review.  
The intent was to build on the strengths of the methodology and to correct, to the extent 
possible, any limitations observed.  The recommendations resulting from this evaluation are 
presented below.  
 
 

STRENGTHENING THE EFFECTS DASHBOARD 
 
 
In July 2006, the CEFCOM J7 Operational Research Team was asked to review the existing 
process and tools, and to propose (and eventually implement) changes that would lend 
additional rigour to the assessment process. More specifically, the objective was to review 
the set of measures and fill in any gaps, to strengthen the relationships between these 
measures and the LOOs at the tactical, operational and strategic levels, to make the 
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evaluation process less variable and more robust, and to improve our ability to track changes 
over time and extract possible links between our actions and the effects observed. 
 
 

KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEW EFFECTS DASHBOARD 
 
 
Following the evaluation of the Effects Dashboard, recommendations were made to address 
the objectives previously presented.  To some extent, these recommendations also address all 
but the last two items listed in the section entitled Common Limitations and Constraints 
Across Measurement Methodologies.  The following proposed recommendations are 
discussed herein2:  
 

1. Strengthened core: new tree structure. 

2. Indicators for each L3 effect. 

3. Anchored performance scale. 

4. Anchored impact scale. 

5. Automatic assessment of higher level effects. 

6. New interface and data management tool. 

 
STRENGTHENED CORE: NEW TREE STRUCTURE 

 
 
The first recommendation proposed was to strengthen the core, i.e. to adopt a new tree 
structure.   The term tree structure refers to the set of LOOs, effects and measures (e.g. 
MOEs/MOPs) that are collected, tracked and used to assess progress within the effects and 
along the three LOOs, as well as the relationship between these measures.    
 

The proposed tree structure was constructed following a period of review of existing 
measurement methodologies, as well as surveys and reports highlighting the priorities and 
needs of the Afghanistan people (see References). The latter research contributed greatly to 
‘filling in the gaps’ often observed in the measurement of performance along the LOOs of 
governance and development. For example, the readings highlighted the high importance of 
the formal recognition of land ownership by the Afghanistan people – a measure not included 
in most tools but added to this proposed structure. Therefore, strengthening of the tree 
structure relied on an analysis of the environment upon which the desired effects were meant 
to operate which partitioned or categorized it within the framework of a campaign plan for 
action and response.   

 
Following this period of review, a set of measures was proposed to capture the full range 

of desired effects along the three campaign plan LOOs (as outlined in key documents such as 
the ANDS), along with a proposed set of relationships between these measures.   A general 

                                                
2 At the time of publication, most recommendations have been implemented, though some remain in the final 

development phase. 
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representation of the resulting tree structure is presented in Figure 2.  The key characteristics 
are as follows:   

 
• As in the original Dashboard, there are three LOOs referred to as Governance, 

Development and Security.  These are comparable to all of the various 
campaign plans developed by organizations and nations involved in the 
Afghan mission.   

 
• Each of the three LOOs is broken down progressively from Level 1 (L1) 

effects, to Level 2 (L2) effects, and finally to Level 3 (L3) effects, with each 
level representing more granularity than the previous.  In the new Effects 
Dashboard, L1 effects represent operational level effects, while L3 effects 
represent effects that are more closely related to the tactical level. In all cases, 
these are the desired effects.  Three levels were selected because the resulting 
construct provided a natural and intuitive separation of effects and an 
appropriate level of granularity amongst the L3 effects. Furthermore, the three 
levels were originally selected to correspond to a breakdown roughly 
equivalent to the strategic, operational and tactical levels.    

 

 
 

Figure 2: Representation of the New Effects Dashboard Tree Structure. 
 

• Taking into account the lessons identified earlier, a balanced, rigid set of 
guidelines was applied in the development of the tree structure.  Within each 
LOO, the tree structure is balanced; each node breaks up further into a 
specified and fixed number of branches (each L1 effect breaks up into either 
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three or five L2 effects; each L2 effect breaks up into four L3 effects). This 
ensures that any effect from any given level is given equal weight (at least 
initially) and that any change will not influence performance at the higher 
levels by a disproportionate amount (i.e. when the performance at higher 
levels is calculated from the performance of lower level effects).  

 
• In order to prevent problems associated with previous methodologies, and as a 

means to focus the assessment mechanisms (collection, analysis, information 
distribution and management) on measuring key effects, the structure and the 
number of effects will be fixed, i.e. will not change or grow.  When the 
number of effects becomes too large (over 150), it becomes very difficult to 
analyse the data set and extract relevant underlying relationships with the 
currently available resources and short reporting cycles. Controlling the 
number of effects will enable the analysis team (including plans and 
operations staff) to manage the assessment process, and will allow them to 
become conversant and expert in the interpretation of the results.  With 
experience this number may be reduced further. 

 
• Overall, there are fewer effects to assess. The structure is broken down as 

follows: in LOO 1 Governance there are 2 L1, 10 L2, and 40 L3 effects; in 
LOO 2 Development there are 3 L1, 13 L2, and 52 L3 effects; and in LOO 3 
Security there are 2 L1, 10 L2, and 40 L3 effects.  It should be noted that, in 
the new assessment process proposed herein, only the L3 effects are assessed 
directly. The performance ratings of L2 and L1 effects may be determined 
automatically from the results recorded for the L3 effects (to be discussed 
later). In total, 132 L3 effects are evaluated at each reporting cycle (versus 
approximately 300 in the original Effects Dashboard).  

 
 

INDICATORS FOR EACH L3 EFFECT 
 
 
The second recommendation to strengthen the Effects Dashboard is the introduction of a set 
of indicators for each L3 effect. Rather than creating a set of dedicated MOEs and MOPs that 
would be difficult to define and apply in the Afghan theatre (for reasons previously 
discussed, such as the lack of exact numerical data and staff training), it was decided that a 
set of indicators or attributes would be more appropriate to guide the assessment process.  
Indicators are provided for L3 effects only because, as mentioned earlier, assessors are only 
required to provide an assessment of the L3 effects.  
 

The set of indicators for each of the L3 effects consists of approximately five attributes or 
conditions that describe the characteristics that would be present if the desired effect was 
fully achieved.  The main objective in including these indicators was to decrease variability 
and make assessment across effects, assessors and rating periods more consistent and robust.  
These indicators serve as a guide to the assessors when evaluating progress along a given 
effect and ensure that assessors consider the same general attributes when making their 
assessment from one period to another. This was the first step in introducing more rigour to 
what is essentially a subjective assessment. Note once again that, at the present time, the 
environment in theatre is not conducive to a rigorous objective measurement system. 
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ANCHORED PERFORMANCE SCALE 

 
 
Another method introduced to decrease variability and make the assessment more robust is 
the use of an anchored performance scale, as seen in Figure 3.  The anchored performance 
scale is a simple five-point scale (from 1 to 5) describing the different levels of progress 
towards the achievement of each of the L3 effects.  
 

 5 

 4 

 3 

 2 

 1 

 
 

Figure 3: Anchored Performance Evaluation Scale. 
 

The benefits of anchoring the scale are that it makes the measurements less prone to 
variability as a function of who is conducting the assessment, and allows for the assignment 
of a ‘score’ that will allow us to develop the tools to track and display performance in time.  
This will provide a sense of movement along the scale (‘trend’ from one reporting period to 
the next).   

 
The five-point scale was implemented to accommodate a reasonable range of scores 

while limiting the potential for variability by clearly delineating the performance associated 
to each of the levels.  By doing so, an assessor with limited training can readily and 
confidently apply the scale in the assessment of effects.  Furthermore, the universal 
application of this evaluation scale across all measures contributes to easing the assessment 
of L3 effects and the interpretation of results. 

 
This anchored performance scale is used to assess each of the L3 effects, using the set of 

indicators for that particular L3 as a guide in the assessment.  In practice, the combination of 
these tools (indicators and anchored performance scales) has shown to contribute to both 
decreasing the variability in the assessment, and making the assessment process easier and 
quicker by ensuring that all members of the assessment team have a common understanding 
of the effect they are evaluating and the score they are assigning.  
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ANCHORED IMPACT SCALE 

 
 
In addition to the assessment of performance, a second scale is currently being considered to 
capture the degree of impact of a given effect on the overall mission.  
 

A word of caution is required at this point. The initial intent of the methodology proposed 
in this paper is to ensure the visibility and equal consideration of all the effects included in 
the tree structure. It may therefore appear inconsistent to implement an impact scale.  
However, it has been generally observed that, although all effects in the new Dashboard are 
essential, some may exact a higher level of influence or require special attention. This 
observation has prompted an investigation into the implementation of an impact scale.  An 
example of an impact scale that could be used is shown in Figure 4.  Prior to implementing 
any impact scale, some key points must be considered: 
 

• Impact categories such as those presented in Figure 4 are quite subjective and 
potentially controversial,  

• Assigned levels of criticality (or impact ratings) could be transitive, i.e. not 
fixed in time, 

• Potential exists for the implementation of impact ratings to unduly complicate 
the assessment process, thus negating past efforts to reduce the ambiguity and 
subjectivity of the process, and finally 

• Over time, the trends in the assessment of performance may in fact provide 
more pertinent evidence of impact than would a subjective categorization such 
as this one. 

 IV 

 III 

 II 

 I  

 
 

Figure 4: Anchored Impact Evaluation Scale. 
 

Nonetheless, keeping the above in mind, a preliminary impact scale has been developed 
for consideration. It consists of a four-point scale (from I to IV) describing the degree to 
which a given effect is an enabler to the achievement of the mission and of other high 
priority effects.   Additionally, if each of the L2 and L3 effects is assigned an impact rating, 
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then these could be used to conduct an automatic assessment of the performance of higher-
level effects (discussed below).  However, unlike the rating of performance, which is 
performed every six weeks, the assignment of the level of impact would be done only once 
and the same values used at each assessment cycle (though adjustments/corrections could be 
made, as required).   

 
 

AUTOMATIC ASSESSMENT OF HIGHER-LEVEL EFFECTS 
 
 
As discussed previously, the assessment of L3 effects is performed directly by the SMEs in 
the assessment team. These assessments consider performance at the most granular level.  
Since the overall assessments at the L1 and L2 levels are dependent on these L3 assessments, 
it is proposed that L2 and L1 performance ratings be determined automatically by rolling up 
or combining the ratings of performance and impact for each of the lower level effects. As 
illustrated in Figure 5, each L2 effect would be determined from the rating of the L3 effects 
associated to it through an automatic roll-up process; similarly, each L1 effect would be 
determined from the rating of the L2 effects associated to it.  
 

 
 

Figure 5: Automatic Assessment of Higher-Level Effects. 
 

One possible set of ‘rules’ governing the roll-up is illustrated in Figure 6. This represents 
a very straightforward assessment of higher-level effects that corresponds to the natural 
interpretation and intuitive weighting of the effects by the SMEs.  In the roll-up, effects rated 
as Critical and Important would exert a higher influence than the others, and the result of the 
roll-up would yield a performance rating along the original five-point scale.  The roll-up 
would automatically be done within the data management tool and all results would be 
tracked over time.  
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NegligibleMinor
Below Acceptable 

Standard

Starting with all measures, along with their rating of 

Importance (I to IV) and Performance (1 to 5).  

NOTE: The overall rating cannot be higher than the highest level of 

performance among the measures with the highest level of impact. 

Acceptable 

Standard

Fully

Achieved

- Level IV are at Level 5

- Level III are at Level 5

- Level II are at Level 5

- Level I are at least at Level 4

- Level IV are at least at Level 3

- Level III are at least at Level 3

- Level II are at least at Level 2

- Level I are at any Performance Level

- Level IV are at least at Level 4

- Level III are at least at Level 4

- Level II are at least at Level 4

- Level I are at least at Level 3

- Level IV are at least at Level 2

- Level III are at any Performance Level

- Level II are at any Performance Level

- Level I are at any Performance Level

- Any Level IV is at Level 1

- Level III are at any Performance Level

- Level II are at any Performance Level

- Level I are at any Performance Level

 
 

Figure 6: Possible Set of Rules for Automatic Assessment of Higher-Level Effects. 
 
A benefit of the automatic assessment is that it would allow for a consistent assessment 

across all effects at a given level based on the application of a common set of rules on the 
lower-level effects. Furthermore, though the assessment of the higher-level effects provides 
less visibility into the reason a given effect is rated as it is (which can be best seen by looking 
at the lower level effects), it nonetheless provides an indication of the performance of a 
broader category of effects, which can be beneficial for flagging areas of risk and prompting 
the audience to investigate further. Finally, the roll-up mechanism combined with the data 
management tool provides the ability to drill down to successive levels to explain the scores 
observed, as well as to support analysis by investigating links, relationships, and temporal 
variations. 
 
 

NEW INTERFACE AND DATA MANAGEMENT TOOL 
 
 
The final characteristic of the new Effects Dashboard to be discussed herein is the new 
interface and data management tool.  The tool has been streamlined and consists of a more 
compact and user-friendly interface that can be used both in hardcopy and softcopy forms.  
The tool was developed in EXCEL.  EXCEL was chosen because it was found to have the 
required functionality (particularly with the ability to program using Visual Basic for 
Application (VBA)), users were familiar with the software, and it was available to all 
participants in and out of theatre.   
 

The main components of the tool are the three main worksheets, one for each of the three 
LOOs. A snapshot of these worksheets is shown in Figure 7. For each LOO, the entire tree 
structure (all L1, L2, and L3 effects) is presented in one page, along with the performance 
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rating scale and the results of all past assessments (including assessor comments). Although 
not represented in the Figure, the worksheet also includes a section for the recording of 
comments related to the assessment of L3 effects, as well as dedicated cells to store the rating 
of impact assigned to each of the effects. Finally, it combines all performance and impact 
ratings and performs the automatic assessment of higher-level effects. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: New Interface and Data Management Tool. Note: Diagrams contain no real 
data; they are for illustrative purposes only. 

 
Overall, the new interface is more intuitive and user-friendly, the relationships between 

effects are clearly represented, and the tool renders the assessment exercise easier and 
quicker to conduct.  
 
 

THE WHOLE OF GOVERNMENT APPROACH TO ASSESSMENT 
 
 
To date, there has been much scepticism as to how a single process will allow all 
departments to have their individual values and interests adequately reflected, while still 
uniting the different points of view. It is envisaged that this tool will allow each group to 
retain their independence while bringing the groups together to benefit from possible 
synergies, and to correct any differences in opinion. 
 

But how can different groups use this one overarching tree structure to do campaign 
assessment, each with their own objectives? For example, how can it be used by CEFCOM, 
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by DFAIT, by the tactical level commander, and by the Government of Canada? The idea is 
as follows: The modular nature of the effects in the new Effects Dashboard, from L1 down to 
L3, should allow for the natural assignment (or ownership) of particular effects to the most 
appropriate stakeholder.  Though only one of the many possible approaches, the following is 
an example of how the new Effects Dashboard may be used to enable a Whole of 
Government approach to assessment:  

 
1. First, each group would identify the effects within the overall tree structure 

that it is interested in tracking as part of its own campaign assessment (these 
will likely be the effects related to the areas on which their efforts will be 
focused). For example, the effects that CEFCOM identifies may reside 
primarily within the LOOs related to security and governance, and perhaps 
mostly at the operational level (though they may have an interest in tracking 
other levels as well).  DFAIT may select effects predominantly in the LOOs 
related to governance and, potentially, development.   
 

2. Next, when each of the effects is assigned to a primary stakeholder, the 
maintenance and assessment of that effect would then rest officially with that 
stakeholder.  Other stakeholders would be free to assess all effects, if they so 
chose, or to simply assess the effects that they have selected that are of 
interest to them.  
 

3. Stakeholders would then identify the source of the information that would be 
used to assess their subset of effects.  Information sources would be presented 
for approval to the rest of the assessment team.  This activity would serve to 
validate the quality of the information to the other stakeholders, as well as to 
the outside community; it would ensure both transparency of the process and 
accountability of the assessors.   
 

4. Prior to each assessment cycle, all stakeholders would provide their 
assessments (for their subset of effects) to a central agency (most likely within 
CEFCOM) that would combine all results into one consolidated Effects 
Dashboard. This Dashboard would then be fed back to all participants at the 
assessment working group meeting for further discussion and validation.  
Finally, as per the current process, the output of this working group meeting 
would be the final approved Dashboard for that given assessment cycle.  

 
In addition to the approach outlined above, each of the stakeholders would also be 

responsible for providing a rating of impact for each of the effects in the new Effects 
Dashboard. A comparison of these ratings across stakeholders would provide very valuable 
information as to possible areas of agreement, or areas of friction that may arise from 
differences in opinions as to the impact of particular effects.  In cases where the impact of an 
effect is rated differently across stakeholders, this would signal possible areas of 
disagreements that could be discussed and resolved immediately.  Similarly, where there is 
agreement, this would highlight areas that are unilaterally assessed as having high or low 
impact and this may help justify the assignment of resources to these areas.   
 

In the process proposed above, the new Effects Dashboard is simply a starting point, i.e. 
an enabler for the coordination of effort across the different stakeholders. Work remains to be 
done to confirm the effects included in the Dashboard, particularly within the Governance 
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and Development LOOs.  However, it is felt that the tool is flexible enough to accommodate 
the individual values and priorities of the multiple stakeholders - provided of course that the 
resources and scope to cooperate are present.  

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

 
Though there is a tendency to develop reporting structures and performance measurement 
methodologies to suit one’s direct needs, in some cases, commonality of tools is necessary 
and needs to be pursued to support unity of effort within the theatre of operations.   One such 
case is in the assessment of progress in an operation in which more than one group plays an 
important role.  Despite the difficulties associated with bringing together stakeholders with 
different objectives and, more importantly, with different organizational cultures, the benefits 
in doing so are immeasurable. In fact, it can be argued that not bringing all players to the 
table will guarantee failure of the overall mission or, at a minimum, will guarantee that the 
limited resources available to each stakeholder will be used inefficiently or ineffectively.  
The work presented herein is one possible mechanism to enable the alignment of objectives 
and the coordination of activities across stakeholders by creating a common methodology 
and assessment mechanism.   
 

In strengthening the CEFCOM Effects Dashboard, the initial intent was to review the set 
of measures and fill in gaps, to strengthen the relationship between the measures and the 
LOOs at the tactical, operational and strategic levels, to make the evaluation process less 
variable and more robust, and to improve our ability to track changes over time and extract 
possible links between our actions and the effects observed.  Using this process cooperatively 
and comparing ratings across the different stakeholders would provide very valuable 
information as to possible areas of cooperation or areas of friction between the different 
groups.   At a minimum, the process would prompt discussion and promote a better 
understanding of the objectives of each group. Though still in its nascent stage, and with a lot 
of work yet to be done, the new Effects Dashboard has the potential to become an effective 
methodology for the assessment of effects-based operations based on a Whole of 
Government approach.    
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